
Complete List of Services

Devoted to L&D  Authentic Localization

Transcreation 
True localization often relies on the linguist’s ability to transcreate
instead of translate to communicate the thought or concept.

Subtitles + Video Editing 
Modify film to synchronize  a new voice
 recording,  overlay new audio recordings, 
and integrate new language OST (on screen text). 

Complete eLearning Localization
Expert understanding of any eLearning authoring tool with the
engineering ability to return a complete working course file. 

Multimedia Engineering
Build a new language product that 
has equal professionalism as the source content.

Text-to-Speech
Engineered and post-edited with human specialists to deliver the best
possible, natural sounding voice. 

Transcription 
Either with ARS Technologies or through
human capabilties or a blend of both. 

Website Localization 
Work within any CMS. Extract content in any format in order to
localize. Creation of new website with translated content. Performs
all reviews and final adjustments in the demo phase to assure
excellent final product.

International SEO Managment 
Global eLearning offers a simple and effective SEO solution that
targets individual marketing within the entire bandwidth of world
cultures.

Time-Critical Translation Systems
Engineered solutions for accurate, on-demand transcription,
translation, and voice services that solve complex and intricate
localization challenges.

Software Localization
Solutions to deal with the complexities of localized software
development. Ability to work within embedded system, mobile
app, or any textural or visual representation.

Global Media Monitoring 
Effectively monitor traditional print, internet, and social media
content in various non-English speaking countries.

Interpretation Services
24/7 or over the phone. Global eLearning provides interpreters for
large conferences, business meetings, court interpreting,
depositions, one-on-one meetings with advisors/doctors and
human resources meetings.

Cultural Consulting
In-country learning experts who know how to engage native learners to
ensure holistic and complete understanding in target language. 

Full Course Delivery
 Global eLearning works with many custom platforms to incorporate
multi-lingual components of OST, voice, captions, subtitles, and video
into presentations of learning content.

Desktop Publishing/Engineering
Desktop Publishers and Engineers who can assist our clients with
 integration of content in multiple languages including English.

Who We Are
Global eLearning is the premiere provider of translation and localization services to the Learning and

Development Industry. Organizations who believe their L&D/training products can drive global revenue and
operational results choose us as their global expansion partner.


